Hands-On!
Minds -On!
A fun way to
get smarter
Petrosains is an interactive
science discovery centre for
people of all ages. It engages
you through sight, sound,
touch and smell, as well as
all aspects of science – from
the microscopic to the cosmic;
from fearsome pre-historic
dinosaurs to the fascinating
world of molecules and robotics.

“Makes me look more
closely at the world
around me when
I’m at home.”

Let us take you on an adventure
to explore the fascinating world
of STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics).
Learning is never boring at our
Discovery Centre. Touch, play,
experiment and experience
discovery like never before.
Come face-to-face with STEM
in impactful, engaging and fun
new ways through our exhibits,
science shows, workshops and
many more.

Whether you are
8, 18 or 80, there’s
plenty to see and do!

“It’s so much fun,
I didn’t realise
I was learning.”
For
Parents

For
Educators

School
Holiday
Programmes

Petrosains
Outreach

Nurture your child’s natural
curiosity and joy of discovery
as you explore, learn and play
together. With exhibits that
would interest and appeal
to all age groups, you will
experience the pleasure of
discovering while spending
time with your child and
gaining valuable insights
into how your child learns.

As partners in STEM learning,
we provide an alternative
space for curriculum-based
STEM activities. Petrosains
receives the acknowledgement
from the Ministry of Education
as an important supporting
component in the informal
learning of STEM in the country.

School holidays are filled
with family fun at Petrosains.
Take part in our interactive
workshops and activities and
discover the excitement of
hands-on STEM learning.

The fun learning does not
stop at the Discovery Centre.
Petrosains reaches out to
surrounding communities
and beyond KL through
outreach activities.

Petrosains is
a fun destination

With hundreds of interactive exhibits and programmes,
Petrosains occupies two levels of the PETRONAS Twin Towers –
that’s over 7,000 square meters! You will need to spend at
least 2 hours here for a fuller, richer experience.
Here are some highlights:

3D

The
Dark
Ride

An awesome ride that journeys
into ancient rainforests, beautiful
oceans and tells the story of
Malaysia’s progress towards
a developed nation.

Space

Learn more about the science
and technology of space; discover
how astronauts live and work
in space and try programming
a Mars Rover replica!

Geotime
Diorama

Ever wondered what it was like
200 million years ago? Step back
in time with dinosaurs and discover
Earth science like never before.

SPARKZ

Engage with interactive exhibits
and exciting science shows that
will spark the wonder in you!

Oil
Platform

Literally an oil platform in the heart
of KL city! Learn how the oil and
gas exploration process works on
an oil platform.

SPEED

Race at top speed in a Formula 1
simulator and live the dream of
a Formula 1 racer!

3D
Theatre

You will be at the edge of your seat
while watching thrilling 3D movies
in this mini theatre.

Maker
Studio

Unlock your creativity by learning
how to design, invent, innovate and
build through hands-on workshops
at the Maker Studio. Discover how to
build and fly a drone, how a robotic
arm works, how to build a wind
turbine and many more.

Tech Lab

Pretend like you have teleported
to the future, meet and greet with
robots, feel what it’s like to fly and
learn about big data and how to
code with us.

Molecule
Café

Take a break from exploring
and satisfy your cravings with
a selection of local delights,
cakes, pastries, snacks and
refreshing beverages!

Xplorasi
Petrosains
Gift Shop

A gift shop that offers loads of
educational games, toys, books
and other special gifts.

TM

A Place
For
Everyone

Our staff ensure that your
enjoyment and learning
experience are maximised
when you are here in
Petrosains. Should you want
to know more, talk to our
Science Communicators
who are always ready to
answer your questions.

Comfort
For All

Wheelchairs, lifts and
designated restrooms for
the elderly and disabled
are available on request.
Our staff are also trained
in helping the disabled.

BabyFriendly

We provide baby strollers
and a room for you to attend
to your baby’s needs.

REMEMBER

Check out our website for tips to
make your visit more enjoyable!
Continue your journey of discovery
when you return home
with surprising science
experiments that
you can do in
your house.

We operate a time-ticketing system. Book in advance via our
Info/Booking Line +603-2331 8181 to avoid disappointment.
Admission Hours

Tuesday - Friday

First Admission

Last Admission

9.30 am

4.00 pm

11.00 am

Saturday, Sunday, Public Holidays
and School Holidays
(except those that fall on Mondays)

2.30 pm

Closed on Mondays.
Closed on Hari Raya Aidilfitri and Hari Raya Aidiladha.

Information provided is correct at the time of publication.
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